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Local players pick Facebook
as the platform for new apps
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SCM: not just another techronym

By Robert Janelle

TravelPod, which provides a platform for travel blogs, had previously
n a Friday afternoon, Travel- created a badge for social networking
Pod founder Luc Levesque profiles to give users of their service
sat back and cracked open a an attractive link to their travel blogs.
beer, relaxing from three weeks of hard But with the possibility created by
work.
Facebook’s completely open API, Mr.
Travel IQ, a geography quiz devel- Levesque wanted to do more.
oped by the company had just been
Inspired by games he played with travuploaded to Facebook and they were el companions at bus stations and airport
awaiting approval. Mr. Levesque and terminals, TravelPod built a geography
his staff watched as
quiz game which
the Facebook em- You can build anything rewards (or punployee testing the
ishes) players at the
game installed it. you want in Facebook. end with a Travel
Soon after, the emBut it’s hard to build IQ score, which can
ployee’s friends bealso be displayed on
something good.
gan installing it and
their profile, giving
from there it was
Facebookers somebeing installed on hundreds of pro- thing to compete over.
files, eventually peaking at 1.9 million
Along with the ability to quickly
installs. “Once it gets out in the wild, compare game scores, one of the hallit propagates and spreads virally,” says marks of social media is the ability to
Mr. Levesque.
share interesting content on the InterTravelPod is just one Ottawa firm net. With that in mind, entrepreneur
that’s joined the social networking Allan Isfan has been working to bring
gold rush since Facebook made its ap- social video sharing to Facebook with
plication programming interface (API) his application, FaveQuest.
public in May 2007.
“I noticed three waves culminatWhile other social networking sites ing into something big,” says Mr.
like MySpace and Friendster allow Isfan. “Online entertainment, social
developers to create little widgets for networking and personalization. We
profiles, they are limited in the func- wanted to build something that would
tionality they create and even more ride all three waves.”
limited in how to monetize what is
The idea behind FaveQuest is that
built.
users install the application and tell it
Facebook, by contrast, went com- which videos they like. It then looks
pletely open and allowed developers through the files of friends who are
to create whatever they wanted, within also using FaveQuest to see what vidreason. It’s an appealing platform for eos they are watching and brings them
developers because the ‘viral’ nature in as recommendations. While Faveof having friends invite other friends Quest is in the wild, Mr. Isfan says
to install an app. It takes only one click it’s still being tinkered with and he
to install it, rather than having to sign expects wider adoption once it’s ready
up and wait for a confirmation Email for an official launch.
More, see FACEBOOK, page 6
like stand-alone web applications.
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By James Bowen

W

here tech products are concerned, it’s commonly believed that superior functionality wins the day. But the best product
isn’t always the one that comes to dominate the market. Unlike love and war, all
in business is not fair. Often as not, the
best product fails to capture its rightful
primacy, surrendering that position to
lesser competitors whose only advantage is a solid supply chain.
A “solid” supply chain not only provides products to customers but fills all
of that customer’s needs. These include
help with product development, marketing, operations, distribution, financing
and customer service. Also, an increasingly shorter lifecycle for technology
requires that supply chain management
(SCM) take into account such issues
as damaged or outdated products being
returned, and recycling. A supply chain
strategy can contribute to the product
company’s approach to innovation, responsiveness and time to market.
According to an SCM overview by
Industry Canada, “As competition

becomes more global, innovation is “People expect what they want, when,
moving from a firm-to-firm level to where, and how they want it. No exa supply chain versus supply chain cuses. And in many cases – as with
perspective.” In the last decade or so, cellphones, for example – what the
SCM has revolutionized the go-to- consumer wants becomes a factor of
market approach for tech companies. fad or fashion over functionality.
“With consumer whims as today’s
Superior functionality and lowest
market
driver,
price are no longer
things are moving at
the sure-fire path to
Having almost
lightning speed, and
profitability, as SCM
change is a constant.
operations increasendless options
Whoever can deliver
ingly play a role in
in price, choice,
the product a customcorporate success.
Randy Littleson,
functionality, and er wants, how and
when they want it,
vice president of
so on, puts the
wins. Organizations
marketing for reconsumer clearly must be empowered
sponse management
to quickly respond
and supply chain
in charge.
to volatile demand
solutions provider
because, if they don’t,
Kinaxis, points out
that strong SCM is a system that re- ultimately the competition will,” says
sponds to the ever-changing dynamics Mr. Littleson.
Industry Canada’s Sept. 2007 study
of the market. “Having almost endless
options in price, choice, functionality, of the electronics industry, Low Cost
and so on, puts the consumer clearly Country Sourcing: A Canadian Elecin charge,” he asserts, noting that these tronics Perspective, emphasizes that
factors can have a chaotic effect on customer pressure is a key concern for
SCM operations, especially those electronics firms. It warns of the risks
of consumer electronics companies. associated with older products competing with new-generation electronics, and encourages manufacturers to
get their goods to retail outlets quickly
lest they become obsolete and undesirable. Mr. Littleson says that today’s
need to meet customers’ demands for
innovation has resulted in businesses
placing a premium on a ‘responsive’
SCM. “A company must be alerted to
issues on a daily basis, have access to
data from all the companies across the
supply chain, in order to make decisions to limit risk,” he says.
More, see SCM, page 4

DENZIL DOYLE explains on Page 2 why financiers have to step up to
support entrepreneurs. NANCY CLARK on Page 6 explores what it takes to
attract and retain a GenY employee. Our blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 7,
observes an early attempt at social media in government. And vencap’s
practicing philosopher, ANDREW WAITMAN, talks about the delights and
drawbacks of ambiguity on Page 11.
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The entrepreneurial advantage
needs a boost from financing
with making the strategy work.
For example, it is my
belief that of the
three advantages, it
is the entrepreneurDenzil Doyle
ial advantage that
we are most lacking.
There are those who would
argue that we have a serious skills
shortage and others who would argue that we should do more R&D
or as long as I can remember, to bolster our knowledge advantage,
most Canadians who have had but if one thinks through all of the
anything to do with high tech- ingredients required to make Cananology have been clamouring for a dians more entrepreneurial, we are
strategy that would coordinate the lacking in nearly all of them, paractivities of the various constituen- ticularly the financing ingredients.
cies (government, academia, busi- In fact, the financing community
ness, the R&D community, etc.) to is part of the entrepreneurial comoptimize the country’s payback from munity. While many things have
the generation and
been done in recent
exploitation of
years to encourage
It makes one
t e c h n o l o g y. T h e
early stage investfinger of expecta- wonder if we should ing, they are simtion was usually
ply not getting the
even attempt to
pointed at the fedjob done. It is still
eral government as
build world- class much too difficult
the leader of such
for the average
high technology
an initiative.
entrepreneur to fiWell, guess what?
companies if we do nance a startup. We
The federal governnot have world class have built a finanment
announced
cial infrastructure
such a strategy in a financial companies that is excellent at
speech by the Prime
that can own them. financing low-tech
Minister in Waterenterprises but virloo about a year
tually useless at
ago – on May 17, 2007 to be exact. It financing high-tech, either small or
made reference to a document entitled large.
Mobilizing Science and Technology to
We are using public funds to grow
Canada’s Advantage.
companies to the point where they
The silence from the S&T com- can be sold to U.S. companies and in
munity has been deafening. That is the one instance where we decide to
a pity, because it does contain some block such a sale (the MDA situation)
real substance. Its vision statement we cannot find a Canadian firm that
is as follows: “We
is capable of offerwill build a susan alternative. It
Of the ingredients ing
tainable national
makes one wonder
competitive advanrequired to make
if we should even
tage based on sciattempt to build
Canadians more
ence and technolworld- class high
ogy and the skilled
entrepreneurial,
technology compaworkers
whose
nies if we do not
we are lacking in
aspirations, ambihave world class
tions, and talents
nearly all of them financial companies
bring innovations
that can own them.
to life.” It goes on
to state that in order to achieve that
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
vision, the Government of Canada Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
will create three S&T advantages: of Canada, a professional engineer,
an entrepreneurial advantage, a founder and former CEO of Digital
knowledge advantage, and a peo- Equipment Corp. in Canada, company
ple advantage. It does elaborate on director, mentor, consultant, investor
what is meant by each and the ex- and author of the best-selling ‘Making
planations are pretty good.
Technology Happen’. He can be reached
As to how we should change our at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
behaviour as a result of this newly
minted S&T strategy, there are two
national capital SCAN
things that come to mind. First, submissions to government for the fundis printed on
ing of projects should clearly state
recycled
how a specific project can produce
one or more of the advantages. Secnewsprint
ond, they should be used as reference
points in the framing of new policies
or procedures and in the application
of old ones.
We should also provide constructive criticism to the politicians who
are involved in S&T and to the public servants who will be charged
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD

Partnership
for patients

Vocantas, a developer of interactive
voice response (IVR) solutions, is partnering with Communication Business
Avenue Inc. of Kanagawa, Japan, to
improve patient care in Japanese hospitals and clinics. Vocantas says it was
chosen by CBA for its expertise in both
IVR and healthcare, which are needed to
help address critical healthcare shortages
that have led to extended waiting periods for treatment. The terms of the deal
call for CBA, a communication solution
provider, to market Vocantas’s CallAssure solution to hospitals and clinics so
they can automate post-discharge patient
follow-up via telephone and offer other
time-saving services. Vocantas expects
its IVR technology will significantly reduce the burden on already overwhelmed
healthcare resources and reduce stress
on clinics and hospitals in Japan where,
according to a recent survey, 14,000 patients were turned away from emergency
rooms in 2007.

Dell axes workforce

PC maker Dell Inc. is releasing a large
majority of its Ottawa employees and
closing its new call centre on Solandt
Road. The company has already begun

dispensing pink slips, sending home
about half of its roughly 1,200 employees and notifying remaining tech
support staff that they will be gone by
early July. Only about 100 sales staff
will keep their positions within Dell’s
Ottawa operations, but where they will
be relocated once the call centre is shut
down is not yet known. The closure is
part of Dell’s “company-wide efforts to
increase the efficiency of its business,
improve performance and provide better value for customers,” according to
a recent news release. Local employees
have reportedly been offered up to three
months wages in severance pay.

dismissed some 1,100 staff. The new company will provide telephone support for
home and small business for Windows XP,
Vista, Linux, Vista conversion to XP or
Linux, among other offerings. “We know
that U.S. consumers value the service that
Canadians can offer,” says Phoenix founder David Long. “We plan to take advantage of that by giving personal computer
retailers the opportunity to continue with
high quality technical services.”

300 more

The Philadelphia Phillies baseball
team calls on Mitel’s Customer Interaction Solutions suite and a lineup of
more than 700 Mitel phones to backstop
its phone ticketing centre. The Ottawabased telecommunications firm, which
has enjoyed a 25-year relationship with
the MLB club, says the installation will
upgrade its own legacy system currently
in use by the Phillies. “The Philadelphia
Phillies are a historic baseball organization with the potential to win it all this
year,” says Mitel US president Rick
Dell. “We’re proud to have been a part
of the Phillies organization for the past
25 years and we look forward to helping
them fill Citizens Bank Park with fans.”
Mitel’s solution will allow the baseball
team to better manage calls during highvolume periods, such as the playoffs,
by routing calls to unoccupied ticketing
agents or to an agent best qualified to
handle a specific request.

On the heels of Dell’s sweeping local
layoffs comes news that Sitel is likewise
shutting its Kanata call centre and releasing some 300 workers. The Nashvillebased call centre service outsourcer says
the positions will be terminated by late
June. “This closure is due to the changing business needs of our client and is in
no way reflective of the quality of customer care provided by our Kanata associates,” says site director James Watson. Sitel, which employs over 67,000
people in nearly 30 countries, will maintain Canadian operations in Moncton,
St. Catherines and Sudbury.

Phoenix rises

Phoenix Technical Support, a local startup launched by a handful of former Dell
employees, rises from the virtual ashes
left when the US-based computer maker
recently closed its Kanata call centre and

Hit with Phillies

ATC training upgrade

Ottawa-based Gallium Visual Systems
Inc. wins a contract to provide air traffic
control (ATC) simulation upgrades for the
Community College of Beaver County
in Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania. Gallium
says the customer will use its I-SIM technology to offer students a full complement of ATC training requirements at the
school’s terminal and en route radar labs.
“We understand the demands of ATC
training requirements,” says Ranald
McGillis, Gallium’s president and CEO.
“I-SIM is scalable and flexible, supporting the full range of ATC training – from
orientation to basic skills. CCBC has selected a forward-thinking technology that
will enhance their training capabilities for
the long-term.”

New intern program

Accelerate Canada, a new national internship program, receives $8.6 million
in federal funding to facilitate research
between graduate students and corporate
Canada. Managed by Network of Centres
of Excellence MITACS and supported by
14 other national organizations and NCEs,
the Accelerate program brings together
university researchers and companies in a
collaborative effort to solve industry challenges through work supported by 1,200
internships over the next two years. Each
four-month, $15,000 internship will be cofunded by the partner company, the province where the company is located and
the Government of Canada’s Industrial
R&D Internship Program. “The students

will get valuable private sector experience, while Canadian business partners
can tap into the skills, talent and creativity of our next generation of R&D superstars who will excel in our increasingly
competitive world,” says Jim Prentice,
minister of industry. Accelerate Canada
was initiated after a five-year pilot project successfully placed over 530 graduate
students in internships across the country.
The preliminary program supported a
number of internships in Ontario. Here in
Ottawa, Alcatel-Lucent provided internships to nine Carleton U graduate students whose internship research included
looking at how to improve network security and how to speed the flow of internet
traffic through routers and other network
equipment. “Ontario companies not only
benefit from gaining access to the latest
research developments taking place within Canada’s universities but they have the
opportunity to collaborate with high-quality potential employees who possess the
skills and drive to help these companies
take their business to the next level,” says
Dr. Arvind Gupta, scientific director at
MITACS. All Canadian post-secondary
institutions that offer graduate programs
are eligible to take part in the Accelerate
Canada program. For more information
or to apply for an internship, please visit
www.acceleratecanada.ca.
More, see Nuggets, page 4

From left to right the winners are: Dave Gerwing, Menova; David Nadeau, Ottawa University; Daniel André Vienneau, École secondaire catholique Garneau; David Ross, Ross
Video Limited; Jeet Hothi, Communications Research Centre Canada (CRC); John Roese, Nortel; Ed Ogonek, Bridgewater; Scott Simpson, bitHeads; Steve Spooner, Mitel. At
right, Jeffrey Dale, president of OCRI. Missing from the photo are Atif Shamim and Muhammad Arsalan of Carleton University

“OCRIs”awarded to the
best and brightest in the
high tech community

O

ttawa Centre for Research and
Innovation (OCRI) hands out
its annual awards for business
excellence at the 13th annual OCRI
Awards gala. Honoured for accomplishments in research, technology,
business and education, the winners
were chosen from a list of nominees
compiled with input from Ottawa’s
business and education community,
and selected by the Society of Collaborative Opportunities and Advancement of Professionals (SCOAP).
The winners are:
Technology Company of the Year:
Bridgewater Systems, for its “commitment to be the top provider of

subscriber-centric service control
solutions to a growing number of
partners worldwide,” as well as its
successful IPO on the TSE.
Next Generation Executive of the Year:
John Roese, CTO, Nortel, for his role in
shifting R&D, “[ensuring] the company
is well positioned to take advantage of
opportunities in the rapidly changing (and
converging) worlds of telecom and IT.”
Most Promising Start-Up of the
Year: Menova Energy Inc., for its
work “to change the economics of solar energy with their entirely scalable,
flexible deployment of a unique solar
concentrating system.”
Financial Deal of the Year: Mitel,
in recognition of its $729-million acquisition of Inter-Tel, one of the biggest financing deals in the capital in
more than a decade.
Technology Partnership Commercialization: Awarded to Communications

Research Centre Canada (CRC)
for commitment to innovation and research over the past 50 years, including helping to establish more than 50
Ottawa-based startups.
Service of the Year: bitHeads Inc.,
“for considerable success achieved
by its HeadGames division and innovative service that helps clients get
award-winning software and games to
market faster.”
Product of the Year: Given to Ross
Video Limited for a “state-of-the-art,
continually evolving product line used
in broadcast, live event and production
applications in over 100 countries.”
Student Researcher of the Year: The
category saw two awards presented this
year. Atif Shamim and Muhammad
Arsalan of Carleton University won
for their research in wireless biomedical sensors and work on a wireless dosimeter. The second award was given

to David Nadeau from University of
Ottawa for “inspired research resulting in a more intelligent online search
engine and his commercialization efforts which launched yooname.com
last November and immediately led to
a contract with a Montreal startup.”
High School Technology Innovator of
the Year: Awarded to Daniel André Vienneau from École secondaire catholique
Garneau for his creation of Fotek, a
non-profit, computer repair enterprise.

“[The] recipients represent the top
executives, business leaders, thinkers and strategists in the city,” says
Jeffrey Dale, president and chief
executuve, OCRI. “Every year the
quality and caliber of the nominations increase. The impressive accomplishments of the winners show
that Ottawa truly is a city that encourages, engages and produces
world-class talent, innovative products and dynamic companies.”
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SCM ...from page 1
But this is no easy task, considering
the global breadth of today’s corporate
operations and outsourcing partners.
California-based National Semiconductor makes components for computer chips in six different locations:
four in the US, one in Britain and one
in Israel. The parts are then shipped to
any number of the company’s seven
assembly facilities in Southeast Asia
before the final product is sent to hundreds of customers around the world.
In the end, a product might travel any
number of routes (some 20,000 in total
are involved) on up to 12 different airlines. Yet 95% of the company’s products are delivered within 45 days and
the remaining 5% are delivered within
90 days. Such logistics require tight
inter-organizational cooperation that
can only be managed by a robust SCM.
Companies that pay similar attention to
supply chain management often gain a
strong competitive advantage.
A basic understanding of SCM is
critical to companies of all sizes in the
tech industry, even startups making
components that rely on a limited supply network. For many small companies, entering a product into the supply
chain of a bigger company, like Dell or
Microsoft, means adapting their strategy to meet the SCM requirements of
the larger company. For businesses
like Ottawa-based Terrapin Communications, which focuses almost
exclusively on marketing its wireless
monitoring pool product Safety Turtle
directly to the end user, “an ‘eyesopen’ channel partner can make a big

 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

contribution,” says Bob Lyons, Terrapin’s CEO. But unless you have a ton of
skin (investment) in the game the onus
to generate both supply and demand for
a new product falls on the manufacturer.

Randy Littleson
And existing distribution channels are
of little value because they are weak in
their ability to educate the market about
new tech products. Once the customer
starts ‘asking’ for the product, it’s a different situation,” he says, “but prior to
that direct shipping works best.”
OCM provides services ranging
from product design to sourcing of

May 2008

parts to manufacturing to shipping
to warranty and repairs. “In some
cases, our customers never see their
own product,” says Dr. Michel Jullian, OCM’s president, who is well
aware of the advantages afforded by
full-service outsourcing companies
such as his. “VCs don’t want to pay
for infrastructure. They want nimble
companies. They want the company to
concentrate on marketing, innovation
and sales, so outsourcing the manufacturing and the entire supply chain is
the way to go,” he asserts. “OCM sees
more and more companies, like Terrapin (an OCM customer), opting out of
the supply chain management business
entirely by fully outsourcing. They focus on marketing, branding and selling
their products, not on production.”
SCM is all about the right product
at the right time in the right place. According to Don Hnatyshin, cofounder
of Breconridge, the buzz is about
the path a tech product takes to market – the channel from raw material
to putting the finished product in the
consumer’s hand. For all tech companies, product obsolescence, entering
a larger company’s supply chain and
the ability to grow and shrink with demand are just a few of the challenges
overseen by SCM, whether internal or
outsourced. It is vital, therefore, that it
form a key part of corporate strategy
and be given due attention, even priority, written indelibly into a business
plan at company inception and nurtured daily thereafter.
James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
Telfer School of Management.

nuggets
$2.1 million for R&D

Ottawa-based Precarn Inc. boosts investment by $2.1 million to support
research and development in the environmental and manufacturing sectors.
The not-for-profit company says it is
asking Canadian businesses to submit
proposals for funding to help develop
or implement intelligent systems technologies related to cleantech or manufacturing, particularly automotive parts.
“This program addresses two key sectors applying Precarn’s collaborative
R&D model, which has proven that
strong linkages among private, public
and academic organizations are critical
to successfully stimulate the growth and
competitiveness of an industry segment,
foster the use of intelligent systems to
transform and build a sustainable industry innovation model, and ultimately
keep jobs in Canada,” says Precarn CEO
Paul Johnston. Precarn is offering up to
$700,000 for each project, and will be
accepting proposals until May 9.

Deal with Nikon

ShapeGrabber signs an agreement with
Nikon to sell and distribute its Ai310
and Ai810 3D laser scanner inspection
systems in the US. Ottawa-based ShapeGrabber says the deal will increase
its current distribution through Nikon
Instrument’s extensive network, while

enabling Nikon to provide value-added
applications and services to meet customers’ industrial inspection and metrology needs. “The relationship with Nikon
will increase the sales of our products
and help us bring our solutions to a wider
set of industrial customers,” says Marc
Bisson, CEO of ShapeGrabber. “We are
thrilled to be working with Nikon, a professional organization that has excellent
products and a great reputation.” ShapeGrabber’s inspection systems employ
a laser-based line scanning technology
that allows users to rapidly generate a
complete 3-Dimensional virtual model
of a part so that critical inspection and
measurements can then be easily made.

Acquisition done

March Networks finalizes its $29-million acquisition of Italian rival Cieffe
S.p.A. and subsidiary Insignis technologies S.r.l. The Ottawa-based maker of
IP-based video and business analysis
applications is paying roughly $24 million in cash and 1.2 million in common
shares for the two vendors, as well as
considerations for revenues earned over
a specified period. Cieffe’s founder and
CEO Fabrizio Colciago will serve as
managing director of March Networks’
European operations, and business in
the Middle East and Africa. Milanbased Cieffe makes high-performance
IP video surveillance solutions for mission-critical security applications.
More, see Nuggets, page 5
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PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Dr. Lynn Buchanan

is named VP of life sciences at Ottawa
Centre for Research and Innovation
(OCRI), where she
will help to set the
strategic direction for
OCRI Life Sciences
networks in medical
and clean technologies, among other
responsibilities. Ms.
Buchanan grew up
in Montreal where she completed her
BSc. at Concordia University. From
there she left for the UK where she
earned a PhD in anatomy and experimental pathology from the University
of St. Andrews in Scotland. Upon her
return to Montreal, she was awarded
post-doctoral fellowships from Fonds
de la Recherche en Santé du Québec
and the Royal Victoria Hospital Research Institute at McGill University.
Subsequently, she received a Medical
Research Council of Canada Biotechnology award for cancer research in
molecular endocrinology at Queen’s
University. She has also been given
prestigious research awards from Wyeth Research and Genetics Institute
for her work on mechanisms of drugrelated toxicity. Ms. Buchanan’s professional experience includes senior
roles in R&D, business and corporate
development with world-renowned organizations such as BioResearch Laboratories (now Charles River CTBR)
in Montreal, Wyeth Research in the
US and, most recently, MDS Nordion
in Ottawa.

Robert Burdalski

is appointed VP of engineering and
product development at silicon light
company Group IV Semiconductor.
Mr. Burdalski has spent over 25 years
working with emerging technologies
in solid-state lighting, power electronics and RF technology. He was previously CEO of Lamina Lighting.

Robert Crawhall

is named an executive in residence at
uOttawa’s Telfer School of Management. Mr. Crawhall is president and

CEO of the National Capital Institute
of Telecommunications and executive director of the
Ontario Research
Network for Electronic Commerce,
where he is developing a centre for the understanding of
broadband economy in Canada. Prior
to joining the NCIT in 2001, he held
several senior management roles with
Nortel. He also worked in the Canadian manufacturing, energy and semiconductor industries. Mr. Crawhall
holds a PhD in electromagnetic compatibility from uOttawa. Studying at
McGill, he earned a master’s degree in
electrical engineering and a bachelor’s
degree in mechanical engineering with
minor in business administration.

Claude Haw

is appointed to the board of directors
at security semiconductor IP company
Elliptic Semiconductor. Mr. Haw
is a professional
engineer with more
than 30 years in tech
company management and venture
investment. He is
managing partner at
Venture Coaches, an Ottawa venture
firm responsible for Severn Bridge Investments, Venture Coaches Fund,
and Canadian Cleantech Fund. Prior
to Venture Coaches, he held a number
of executive positions at Newbridge.
Before joining Newbridge, he held
senior management positions at Mitel
and Leigh Instruments.

Jed Ferguson

is hired as OCM Manufacturing’s
newest
program
manager to provide service in both
official languages
and work closely
with the company’s
customers in Quebec. Before joining
OCM, Mr. Ferguson

was an account manager for several
other contract manufacturers and manufacturer’s representatives. Founded
in 1988, Ottawa-based OCM specializes in contract electronics manufacturing for small- and medium-sized
companies.

John Lawlor

joins Allen-Vanguard Corporation
as vice president of corporate relations. Mr. Lawlor arrives from Cognos
where, holding the
same title, he was a
strategic leader and
contact for key stakeholders. Before joining Cognos he was
VP of corporate communications at
Newbridge and, prior to that, at CAE
Inc. Earlier in his career, Mr. Lawlor
spent 19 years with Nortel, where he
held a number of progressively senior
management positions in R&D, sales
and marketing, customer service and
public relations in Canada and the US.
He holds a BEng and a master of engineering degree from Carleton. Studying evenings, he earned an MBA from
McGill and a master of management
sciences degree from uOttawa. He is
a director of Challenge Society, a development program for teens, and was
formerly a leader with Boy Scouts of
Canada, a volunteer with Canadian
Red Cross Society, and section chair
at United Way Ottawa-Carleton. He
enjoys reading, sailing, playing chess
and squash, and doing stained glass
work.

Liquid Computing

promotes Greg McElheran from VP
of business development to CEO. Mr.
McElheran was formerly a partner at
Axis Capital Corporation, the lead
investor in Liquid
Computing’s seed
funding round. He
has also served as
in-house legal counsel at Lucent Technologies and as a
corporate advisor and strategist in the

software, networking and communications infrastructure industries. Tom
Kreidler, president of
Liquid Computing
Federal Inc., is now
also serving as VP of
worldwide sales of
Liquid Computing.
Earlier in his career,
Mr. Kreidler managed
large commercial accounts at Burroughs Corporation and Unisys. He
also spent 15 years at Sun Microsystems Public Sector, where he served
in senior leadership posts, including
president. Before joining Liquid Computing, Mr. Kreidler oversaw federal
operations, strategy and business development initiatives as VP and GM
of Juniper Networks’ federal systems
division.

the school with two different portfolios – research and graduate studies as
well as external affairs. He also served
as academic director of the MBA program. He has taught at the University
of the West Indies, École Supérieur
des Sciences Économiques et Commerciales in France and Harvard.
He has served as a consultant with a
number of major corporations and
organizations, including the Royal
Bank, General Motors, NASA and
Statistics Canada. He has an MA and
PhD in statistics from Harvard and a
master of public health in biostatistics
from the University of Michigan.
Dr. Tomberlin succeeds Dr. Roland
Thomas, who has been acting dean of
Sprott since April 2007.

nuggets

Shawn Sutton

is appointed as chief financial officer of
Pacific Safety Products Inc. Mr. Sutton
joins PSP from Ottawa
Hydro where he was
director of financial
planning. Prior to that
he worked at Nortel
and Mitel. Mr. Sutton
holds an MBA from
uOttawa and a chartered accountant designation. He sits on
the board of Robert Smarts Center. He
is an avid squash and golf player.

Dr. Jerry Tomberlin

is appointed dean of the Carleton
Sprott School of Business for a term
of six years. Dr. Tomberlin is a professor in the department
of decision sciences
and management information systems at
Concordia,
where
from 2001-2007 he
was also dean of the
John Molson School
of Business, one of only seven Canadian business schools to make the
Financial Times international MBA
Top 100 List in 2005. Since he joined
Concordia in 1984, Dr. Tomberlin has
held a variety of positions including
department chair, associate dean in

Partnership with IPcom

PIKA Technologies Inc. signs an agreement with Latin American custom telecom solutions company IPcom to power its call features offering. The Ottawabased developer of media-processing
hardware and software says IPcom will
use PIKA’s PrimeNet quad E1 boards to
enable its new Carnival Ringback Tones
platform. Ringback tones are the audible
rings that callers hear while waiting for
the receiver of the call to answer. Using Pika’s solution, Carnival Ringback
Tones will allow mobile customers to
greet callers with a welcome message, a
song or advertising. “The opportunities
presented by the Latin American market
are tremendous,” says Terry Atwood,
PIKA’s VP of sales, marketing and
customer care. “The increased adoption of mobile telephony in this market,
coupled with IPcom’s timely and flexible solution makes facilitating premium
mobile content an exciting growth area
for PIKA.” According to a recent report
by Frost & Sullivan, the mobile market
in Latin America grew by 10% in the
last two years, one of the highest growth
rates in the world.
More, see Nuggets, page 10
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Facebook ...from page 1
With everything that can now be
done through social networking,
the most common use is still communication. For some people, sites
like Facebook have replaced Email
and iotum CEO Alec Saunders has
brought voice communication to the
platform with the FREE Conference
Calls application, which allows users with a microphone to make group
calls through the social networking
site.
The conference calling application was inspired by an older iotum
product, a Blackberry presence app
that would notify users when their
contacts were available. After studying the usage, Mr. Saunders found the
most popular use for the program was
to schedule conference calls. This led
to plans to build a social network platform around group calls.
But while working on the platform,
Facebook’s open API was released
and the decision was made to build on
their network.
FREE Conference Calls was adopted a little more slowly than other applications, but through some creative
marketing (Mr. Saunders uses the
application to host a daily podcast) it
was eventually installed by more than
200,000 users. While the iotum app
Inc. businesses,
is Agency:
mostly McGill
used Buckley
by small
Contact: Nadine Buckley 613-728-4199 ext: 21
there
have been some other interestDate:
12/14/07
ing uses.
Client: National Capital Scan
“One person held a wake with it,”
Ref:
240003-House Ads 1/4 page
says Mr. Saunders.
As with any online venture, the biggest challenge is usually figuring out
how to bring in a revenue stream. In

distribute corporate training videos
to employees.
Besides monetization, there other
challenges specific to developing on
a third-party platform. The biggest being changes to code that tend to break
everyone’s applications.
“In the early days, we were a moving target,” says Mr. Saunders, whose
developers used to have to scramble
to change the application on a weekly
basis to keep up with platform updates.
While other social
According to all three entreprenetworking sites allow neurs, that situation has improved
thanks to regular updates in newsletdevelopers to create
ters and a discussion forum for developers.
little widgets for
However, there are also some isprofiles, they are
sues with limits placed on Facebook
developers. To keep the site from
limited in the
being infested with spam, limits are
functionality they
placed on the number of notifications an application can send in a
create and even
This makes it difficult for iomore limited in how to day.
tum to add a feature that automatimonetize what is built. cally invites users to scheduled conference calls.
“But in their defence, they are very
is now looking to build on that suc- responsive,” says Mr. Saunders who
cess with the recently created division has argued his case with the Palo Alto,
TravelPod Labs, which is dedicated California-based company on a numto building more social network wid- ber of occasions.
Finally, there is an issue of fickle
gets.
With FaveQuest, Mr. Isfan has Facebook users. While the platform
Proof: P1
been approaching media companies is appealing due to easy one-click
Insertion: N/A
Pub: NCSacn
Color: Col it also takes a
installs for programs,
about
white-boxing the application
Size: 6.1” x 6.5” h
so they can create their own brand- single mouse click to uninstall it.
“You can build anything you want
ed social video portals. He’s also
been contacted by smaller compa- in Facebook,” says Mr. Saunders. “But
nies looking to use his system to it’s hard to build something good.”
the case of iotum, the company receives a commission for sending traffic to the voice over Internet protocol
(VOIP) providers they’ve partnered
with.
For Mr. Levesque, the original plan
was use to Travel IQ to send more
traffic to the TravelPod network but
they’ve since been able to secure sponsorship from the likes of NBC, giving
the game a life of its own. TravelPod

Why Hunt For News Of
Ottawa’s Advanced
Technology Community
When You Can Scan It All?
Pundits and bloggers, orbits and nuggets, people on the move and companies that are shaking things up. If it’s happening anywhere in the local advanced technology industry it’s being
scanned. Ottawa’s most comprehensive and current source for news on the local advanced
technology community is national capital SCAN. Stay up to date by taking a scan for yourself, in print monthly or updated daily at www.nationalcapitalscan.ca.
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Attracting Gen Y to the workplace
requires employers to walk the talk
expect to work for the same employer
for an entire career. As a
result they are focused
on controlling their
future and they are
already planning for
Nancy Clark
retirement.
Are they a needy bunch of
employees? This is a tech-savvy group
that has grown up with instant commployers have started to wake up munication among friends and parents.
and notice the latest generation They expect feedback and guidance on
of employees in our workforce. a regular basis. They are eager to exMost employees are baby boomers pand their experience base and knowl(born 1946 to 1964), many of the middle edge and are looking for challenging
management ranks are Generation X assignments to help them grow.
Do they regularly cut out of work for
(1965 to 1980) and the up and coming workforce are Generation Y (1980 personal matters? They want a rewardto 2000). Gen Y (also known as the ing career, a loving family and a social
life and they want
Millennial Generait before they are
tion or the Tethered
Most of what Gen Y ready to retire. In
Generation) have
certainly been fill- is looking for appeals their parents, who
worked extremely
ing in the rank and
to boomers and
long hours, they
file in the Ottawa
saw what “burn
employment scene.
Gen X as well.
looks like and
A recruitment manAfter all, who doesn’t out”
they don’t want to
ager from a rapidly
expanding local or- want challenging well repeat that pattern.
are a numganization confirms
paid work and a boss berThere
of initiatives
that Gen Y now
make up 42% of its who takes the time to that Ottawa employers can take to
workforce. In the
communicate?
make themselves
same organization
attractive to this
31% are boomers
and a mere 27% are Gen X. With the newest generation of employees. Gen
boomers fast approaching retirement Y are looking for good salaries, comage employers need to understand what petitive benefits (that start immediate(if anything) is different about the Y ly upon hire), opportunities for growth
generation and how to attract and retain and advancement including training
this segment of the workforce before support, a manager that provides regushortages start to impact organizations lar, honest feedback and who takes the
time to mentor them, and flexibility in
ability to operate.
This generation has grown up dur- their work schedules. Employers who
ing uncertain economic times, many walk this talk and who market their
places in the world were at war and organizations through new and tradithey have a greater understanding and tional media will be successful in atconcern for the environment. They tracting this crowd.
The new reality is that even when
are typically the children of boomers
and have seen their parents work long an employer provides all of the above,
hours when they were growing up and many Gen Y will be looking for a
change every couthen having to reple of years, to a
cover and reinvent
They want a
new position or
themselves as a rea new employer.
sult of layoffs.
rewarding career,
This will be a moFor employers
a loving family and bile group. But,
many myths surround Gen Y. “They
a social life and they if you treat them
well on their way
have this sense of
entitlement
and want it before they are out you may find
they will come
don’t realize they
ready to retire.
back a few years
have to pay their
from now with
dues. They don’t
understand the value of loyalty. They even broader experiences.
Of course, most of what Gen Y is
are high maintenance employees who
require constant praise and communi- looking for appeals to boomers and
cation from their manager. They want Gen X as well. After all, who doesn’t
work life balance and they want it now want challenging well paid work and
a boss who takes the time to commuwhile they are young.”
Will they pay their dues? They nicate?
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
know that they have to work hard but
they want to work smart and rise up of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an
the ranks quickly. One way they are HR development professional who
paying their dues is through higher has been through every mill from the
education. More than previous genera- explosive growth of JDS Uniphase
tions this is a well-educated group and in the late ‘90s to a government
they fully expect to go back to school agency in reorg mode, with stops at
Marconi, Iogen and other hot spots
throughout their adult lives.
Are they disloyal? It is true that em- in between. She can be reached at
ployees from this generation do not nancy_clark@primus.ca

On The Job

E

Government 2.0 isn’t here yet
but the tax man makes a start
with issues before they’re mocked in an
editorial cartoon in a national
newspaper.
“In today’s age,
there’s conversation,” says Mr. Côté.
Robert Janelle
“Whether the government wants it or not, it’s
happening.” It’s an aspect that the
private sector has only recently gotten
hile double-checking some right, now spending time monitoring
tax information on the blogs and other social discussion foCanada Revenue Agency rums for complaints about their prodweb site, I was met with a pleasant ucts and practices and fixing mistakes
surprise. The top left corner of the site as quickly as possible. It’s also a tool
contains a videocast (essentially, blog- that would’ve saved the government
ging through video) from the tax man. some face back in December when
While the video itself consists of a uOttawa law professor Michael Geist
fairly dry discussion of new tax cred- started his incredibly popular group
its, but it’s probably the biggest use of on Facebook protesting new copyright
social media tools yet seen from the legislation.
Back at the CRA
federal government.
web site, while the
If Marquis Côté
They’ve got the
use of video and
has anything to say
media online, but podcasting is a welabout it, this won’t be
the last.
still need to bring come addition, it alshows how much
I met Mr. Côté last
in the social part. so
still needs to be done.
year when we disThey’ve got the mecussed his frustration
with trying to build a collective of lo- dia online, but still need to bring in the
cal interactive multimedia profession- social part.
There’s no obvious way to embed
als, dubbed digitalOttawa. Since then
digitalOttawa has been re-branded and the video into other sites, ruining any
taken on a new mission as a corporate chance the CRA would have at getting
entity. It’s now a coalition of consul- viral exposure. Besides the inability to
tants working to bring the government share, there’s also no way to generate
a public discussion. Below the video
into the social media age.
Mr. Côté certainly brings the nec- is a link for comments but clicking on
essary experience to pull off such a it merely brings the user to an Email
project: since 1997, he’s been a web address to send comments. This isn’t
strategist for two dozen government as direct as the ability to instantly post
comments and create
departments.
new discussion as is
The first part of
There should be
common on the rest
the plan is to build a
blogs from within of the web.
community blog for
It won’t be a sursharing the experithe government,
prise when it hapences of working
for the government, similar to what many pens, though. As the
particularly from the corporations have set government becomes
increasingly desperperspective of outside freelancers. Mr. up to provide news ate to attract younger
workers who are
Côté explains that he
and information
accustomed to
hopes for a two-way
to employees and now
instant results, the
discussion, possibly
old methods of fillbeing used as a way to
customers alike.
ing out forms in tripmatch talent with the
licate will hopefully become a thing
government departments that need it.
While the blog is still a work in of the past.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalist
progress, the digitalottawa.ca domain
is up and should be ready to go once who has plied his trade at the Citizen
the behind the scenes work is complet- and Kingston’s Whig-Standard. A bied. But that blog will be run by outside lingual grad of Algonquin’s J-School,
consultants. Ideally, there should be where he won awards for both writing
blogs from within the government, and photography, he is a self-confessed
similar to what many corporations have video game addict.
set up to provide news and information
to employees and customers alike.
And much like corporate blogs,
they’d provide a window into the internal workings of the government
machine, which would be welcome
since, to the casual observer, it often appears that nothing is happening
until the elaborate press conferences
are held.
The other aspect Mr. Côté is working
to implement is social media monitoring
for the government to see what discussions are taking place and dealing

Blogscanning
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University of Ottawa

Computer Science
Graduate Develops
Innovative Search Engine
David Nadeau received his doctorate in computer science at
the University of Ottawa in October 2007. He has always been
fascinated with the topic of artificial intelligence and, as a
student, studied how computers learn to extract structured
information from unstructured documents. David is also
interested in unsupervised learning, where the computer
learns to solve a task without human intervention.

David Nadeau,
PhD in Computer Science and
recipient of OCRI’s 2008 Student
Researcher of the Year Award

During his doctoral research at the University, he created an
algorithm that allowed the computer to learn how to extract
information (such as product names, locations, person names and
company information) autonomously. This led to the development
of a cutting-edge technology called “YooName,” which was launched
last November at yooname.com. YooName can extract 103 types of
information, operate with minimal human supervision, maintain
and update its knowledge automatically over time.
David is starting to be recognized for his inspiring research resulting
in a more intelligent on-line search engine. As a talented innovator
and entrepreneur, he received the 2008 Student Researcher of the Year
award from the Ottawa Centre for Research and Innovation (OCRI).
Currently, David is focusing on the commercialization of his technology,
which has already led to a contract with a Montreal start-up company.
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By Karen Secord

The fellowships are an important
part of the engineering and managehe University of Ottawa’s fac- ment departments’ continuing focus
ulty of engineering has parlayed on entrepreneurship. Both departa $1 million anonymous dona- ments are committed to fostering “a
tion into a $2 million endowculture of business and
ment fund and presented its
entrepreneuership’ among
first financial awards.
their students.
Called the EntrepreneurNew professorships –
ship and Innovation Endowsuch as the Deloitte Profesment Fund, its annual awards
sorship in the Management
recognize the efforts of both
of Growth Enterprises and
graduate and undergraduate
the RBC Financial Group
students studying engineerProfessor in the Commering or computer science.
cialization of Innovation –
The school’s mission is to
and a growing core of acaempower future engineers Claude Laguë
demics and researchers
and computer scientists studying at the specializing in entrepreneurship, innoUniversity of Ottawa with the business vation and growth have been building
savvy that will help them determine momentum for uOttawa’s School of
the needs of national and international Management.
industries.
Participating
PhD. student Alstudents submitted
obviously they are their proposals in
tar Khetani was
awarded top hon- concerned with good January, and worked
ours with $15,000.
on their projects unquality design,
Graduate students
til the third week in
(Masters) Somaieh
but inevitably they March before makSalehpour and Maing their written
jid Naji were recog- have to be concerned submissions. Project
nized with $9,000
presentation, evaluwith money.
each.
ation and announceU n d e rg r a d u a t e
ment of awards took
prizes went to Kieran Coulter’s team (in- place on April 14. The official awards
cluding Sameer Valiyani, Daniel Collier, presentation will be in June.
Alexander Philipp and Scott Sherin)
Claude Laguë, dean of uOttawa’s
for their project KS-DAS ($10,000), Luc Faculty of Engineering, says that what
Levasseur’s team for Redwave Mo- impressed the judges were the winning
tion ($7,5000), and the team of Jean- students’ strong business cases.
Christophe Ricard, Maxine Gauthiert
“We looked for strong business proand Francis Hétu for Amgems ($5,000).
posals that focused on the business side
of their ideas rather than on the technology,” explains Laguë. “They needed to
sell the technology or the service, and
not the science behind it.”
By emphasizing entrepreneurship
the school’s goal is to better equip
students with the technical and nontechnical skills they will require to be
successful in the marketplace.
Four bi-weekly workshops covered
an essential element of entrepreneurship/venture creation. The workshops
were followed by an open Q&A session and an onsite consultation.
“Most engineers end up for a good
part of their careers being concerned
with financial issues,” explains Bruce
Firestone, the University of Ottawa’s
first Executive-in-Residence at the
Telfer School of Management. “Obviously they are concerned with good
quality design, but inevitably they
have to be concerned with money.”
The Fund also allowed for creation
of the Entrepreneurship Bridges Lecture Series, designed to offer unique
opportunities to connect ‘entrepreneurial’ students with guest entrepreneurs. Bruce Firestone launched the
lecture series in March 2007. The
second lecture in the series was given
by Tom Goguen of Grid Iron Software
in September 2007. Goguen is the
former VP of Sun Microsystems. Jim
Roche, former CEO of Tundra, delivered the third lecture in the series to
approximately 150 students and staff
in March.

T

OAM bought

Nitro Microsystems Inc. acquires Toronto-based OAM Network Solutions
for an undisclosed sum. According to
Nitro, the deal is a step towards its goal
to be the largest independent managed
services provider in Canada, giving
the Ottawa company access to OAM’s
clients in the GTA while broadening
offerings to include OAM’s network security, IP-based telephony, and network
storage and infrastructure management
solutions. “We believe the market is ripe
for continued consolidation. Nitro is actively looking to grow its market share
both organically and through additional
acquisitions,” says Nitro CEO Larry
Poirier. “OAM Network Solutions’
certifications, professional services expertise and client base complement Nitro and collectively promote our image
as a national player with a strong local
touch.” The company says it won’t cut
jobs as a result of the acquisition, but
rather it will add new sales and service
positions due to anticipated growth. “We
have seen a lot of change in the market
over the past few years,” notes Mr. Poirier. “Companies who cannot adapt to the
market conditions will likely suffer. As
a forward-thinking company, Nitro Microsystems is always looking for ways
to grow and better serve its customers.”

Acquisition pays off

Seprotech Systems Inc. signs new
contracts worth $1.6 million as it
reaps the benefits of its October purchase of PJ Hannah Equipment
Corp., which is responsible for half
of the new business. “This is a strong
initial endorsement of the acquisition
and management’s strategy to expand
through highly focused organic growth
combined with strategic partnerships
and acquisitions,” says Seprotech’s
CEO Martin J. Hauschild. Seprotech bought BC-based PJ Hannah for
an announced $1.15 million in cash
and stock, contingent upon it meeting
certain performance marks.

Solution scores
with MLBPA

Cognos’s business intelligence and
performance management software
proves a hit with the Major League
Baseball Players Association, which
chooses IBM Cognos TM1 Executive
Viewer to help analyze data such as
players’ statistics. The union will implement the solution, with assistance
from Cognos partner Decision Systems, to provide baseball agents with
the reports and analysis needed to support their clients. MLBPA, which is
the collective bargaining body for all
active Major League Baseball players, represents all 1,200 players of the
30 major league teams.

Unambiguous perspective on an ambiguous future
is left to interpretation, judgment and
opinion.Early-stage companies are full of ambiguity. (e.g. The CEO
is a strong leader. No
ANDREW WAITMAN he is not. The market
is growing at 50% per
year. No it isn’t. Revenue
will double this year. No it won’t.)
This is a big part of what makes venture investing particularly daunting.
Pre-revenue or pre-product start-ups
or technology entrepreneurs seeking to raise venture capital today, are at their most ambiguous stage. A
the seemingly byzantine invest- tough fact: many U.S. venture invesment decision process at many VC firms tors may not invest in Canada unless
is enough to drive any sane person to they are intimately familiar with the
despair. Unfortunately, if your business founders, the full team or the record
idea requires significant investment of that team’s past success. American
in a product or its sales channel, you investors perceive that their interveneither end up dealing with the priests- tion in these types o f e a r l y - s t a g e
companies sigof-punditry (venture
reduces
capitalists like me)
Investors remember nificantly
risk through assisor fail to pursue
and perceive
tance with recruityour vision. Why
strategy and
must it be so hard to
information by the ment,
board of directors
raise money? In this
way it is framed.
involvement. As
column, I’ll discuss
raising money from The narrative matters. a result, U.S. venture firms have a
venture investors
real
geographic
in general and U.S.
bias when investing in companies at
venture investors specifically.
Like investors everywhere, U.S. this stage. It is much harder to bring a
venture investors are looking to reduce venture firms’ resources to bear when
risk and minimize their effort-for-re- the investment is far beyond the reach
ward. As a result, your history with a of its local network. This is important
team, technology or end-market will enough that many US venture firms
be germane to the investing partner or will attempt to have senior manageventure firm. The technology entrepre- ment, if not the entire early-stage
neur should expect that risks will be company, relocate to the U.S. region
examined from many perspectives. in which they operate.
As start-ups mature, customers are
The due diligence process is the best
opportunity for framing the narrative added, channel partners commit, puraround your vision, team and custom- chase orders are issued and revenue
ers. That may not eliminate the risks follows, information becomes less ambut it can certainly change the percep- biguous. The key to raising later stage
(Series B/C/D) funding from US vention of them.
Framing can work for or against ture investors therefore is minimizing
you. For example, efficient markets ambiguity and maximizing unassailare those in which all information that able value-creation facts.
Start-ups must appreciate the
could potentially affect the value of
something is known to investors. Pub- threshold between ambiguous and
lic markets are considered to be more unambiguous value-creation points.
“efficient” than private ones due to These sought-after value-drivers for
investors, sometheir material-infortimes called major
mation disclosure
The due diligence
milestones, shift
rules — though
significantly dureven public marprocess is the best
ing market cycles.
kets can be highly
opportunity for
During the teleinefficient as the
recent Bear Stea- framing the narrative com euphoria of
years ago,
rns
fiasco demaround your vision, several
merely building
onstrates.
How
could JP Morgan
team and customers. a reasonable size
team of ASIC enbuy the entire company on March 15 for $2 a share, when gineers created great interest. Today
it had closed at $30 a share just a few however, with the shift from great endays prior (having fallen from $180 a thusiasm to extreme scepticism, revshare a year earlier). Was the market enue and purchase orders remain the
really being efficient? What informa- most important, unambiguous validation available to purchasers on Sunday tion metrics for later-stage U.S. venwas missing for stockholders two days ture investors. And they are not lookearlier? (Two weeks later the price ing for just one or two customers or
orders. Venture investors often want
was increased four fold).
Information about private compa- to see material traction with numerous
nies is often more costly and difficult customers and often more than $2 milto obtain, understand and interpret. lion/quarter in revenue.
Start-ups and early stage co-investor
Markets are most inefficient when information is ambiguous, there are few groups in Canada must work together
“informed” buyers, or the cost and ef- to plan their funding and cash flow
fort of obtaining information is high. wisely to achieve these unassailable
Ambiguous information is whatever value-creation facts. In many start-up

Money Talks

F

business models, such as enterprise
2. The design win is the lynchpin a scale that is meaningful to the invessoftware or semiconductors, a high for billions of dollars in business for tors looking for a potential 10x return
funding burden rests on the early-stage the customer;
on their investment.
investors because the start-up must be
3. The business will be locked-in for
Always assume that a potential
funded through to these unambiguous the next 4-5 years; and
venture investor is unfamiliar with
milestones. The funding burden, often
4. The design-win locks out any you, your vision, your company and
under-appreciated by early stage in- competition while providing the lead the industry you serve. It is likewise
vestors, can range between $20-$40 position for the remaining 90% of the smart to assume that until you tell your
million depending on the nature of market.
story, they are ill-informed about your
the business and the successfacts and extremely sceptical
ful execution of the plan. A few
about your prospects. (Start-up
Ambiguous information is
stumbles and the cash consumed
statistics create sceptics.) Startcan be much higher.
whatever is left to interpretation, ing there, you should tactfully
Failure to communicate facts
frame the unambiguous facts
judgment and opinion.
clearly, framed within a compelof your story to make a comEarly-stage companies are
ling narrative, is where I have
pelling case for venture returns
seen significant problems for
– narrowing discussion of the
full of ambiguity.
teams working to secure laterambiguous topics to those areas
stage venture funding. For exwhere you can make cogent,
ample, if a design-win is described as
Investors remember and perceive thoughtful and reasonable arguments
contributing $25-$35 million dollars information by the way it is framed. about the uncertain future.
in annual revenue, correct framing The narrative matters. Framed poorly,
Next month I’ll discuss how ranmeans explaining the broader signifi- $25 million in annual revenue, to a domness can be your friend.
cance. Some important additions to venture investor, might barely raise
Andrew Waitman is managing partthe story might be:
an eyebrow. However, $140 million (4 ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
1. This design win represents only yrs x $35 million) representing 10% of specializing in early stage investments
10% of the total market;
the market, frames the information at in high technology companies.

We see the shape of industries to come.
What do you see? Ontario’s manufacturing sector is an economic powerhouse, fueled by innovation and
raw talent. At Ontario Centres of Excellence, we’ve been refining both of those essential elements for 20 years.
OCE is a vital partner in the research to commercialization process in five key market sectors: materials
and manufacturing, communications and information technology, earth and environmental technologies,
energy, and photonics. In addition to the guidance, connections and seed funding we provide, our talent
programs nurture the bold new minds that are powering Ontario’s future. See the results at oce-ontario.org.
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